
SOPAT-Systems are the effective way to obtain automated precise information about particles that make or break 
your process and products. SOPAT-Probes capture digital images from within operating processes, and the powerful 
computer vision detects, classifies and characterizes particles of different materials in real-time.

Measure and characterize droplets, grain, bubbles or 
any kind of particles

SOPAT GmbH
Boyenstr. 41, 10115 Berlin, Germany

Contact our experts at:
tel: +49-30-398-2020-00 mail: info@sopat.eu
fax: +49-30-398-2020-49 web: www.sopat.eu

Measure particles
within your process!
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Measure directly in your process instead of doing time and cost-intensive manual tests in the 
laboratory. Bring about an automation by means of our probes. A vast spectrum of applications, 
products and processes depend on empirical values and thresholds to yield 
the expected results, but fail to exploit their full potential. 
Stop guessing what your product and materials 
are doing and reach a new level of 
quality, efficiency and 
safety!

Effectively react to the true state of microscopic particles involved in your processes and achieve your product goals! This can make 
the difference between a successful product from an ordinary one or accelerate  your process and make it more cost- effective and safe.

SOPAT-probes measure precisely drops, bubbles or solid matters in real-time from within operating processes. Measurements are pos-
sible as well in liquids as in gases. Our cutting edge image-analysis technology is tailored to your requirements. The results and quality 
are easily verifiable

SOPAT-systems provide particle size distributions and specific values as known in chemical engineering and are able to transmit 
this to your process control system via standard interfaces. Examples are the number density distribution (q0), cumulative number 
distribution(Q0), volume distribution (Q3), various averaged diameters (d1,0, d3,2, d4,3, etc.) and percentiles (dv10, dv50, dv90, etc.).

Assistance from installation to 
process control

SOPAT is specialized in the precise ana-
lysis of particles in operating chemical 
processes. Our expertise spans from the 
hardware systems required to grab images 
within your process. The image analysis 
characterizes and classifies the recorded 
particles. This step provides the relevant 
information for your process for an effec-
tive process control.

SOPAT offers measurement services onsite, 
at industrial plants and research facilities 
and provides you with the necessary  over-
view of the full potential of SOPAT techno-
logy for your application.

Knowing your particles will give you the edge 
in production

Visualize and monitor all sorts of particles
to control your process

SOPAT-VI probe

SOPAT-InView probe

bubbles
and droplets

100 μm

Assert the quality characteristics of your product automatically.
Stones or similar objects are recognized automatically and their 
shape, size and other characteristics are sent to your process 
control system.

No two seeds are the same but our systems are able to distinguish 
the good from the bad. Automate quality control to get reprodu-
cible results around the clock.

Instead of taking a sample of your product to the lab, why not ob-
serve it directly inside your process? Quality control can be a time 
and resource costly effort, that  bind personnel resources. You will 
be able to automate with our probes.

The properties of droplets in multiphase systems (e.g., water/oil) 
influence separation efficiency and mass transport. Knowing their 
size will enable you to minimize energy cost and waste.

Undesired sizes of grain in processes can lead to costly productloss, 
damage in the machinery or filtration systems and lead to safety 
risks. Monitoring powders in real-time will give you enough time to 
react correspondingly.

5 μm

stones15cm
seeds

and sand10cm

100 μm100 μm

Real processes and materials vary in their properties and nature.
Our intelligent software is able to distinguish between different 
materials and render separate size and characteristic distribu-
tions accordingly.

distinguishing 
mixed materials

heterotrophic 
algae

powders, suspensions 
and crystals
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